Jon Gnagy – America's Art Teacher

The Impact of Color Television
Test Paintings
&
Rehearsal Paintings
By the year 1946, television was certainly nothing
new. Electro-mechanical methods of television broadcasting had been invented and were being used to a
certain degree before World War II. Jon Gnagy, himself,
had witnessed the advent of television at the 1939
World's Fair in New York City.
In the United Kingdom, television broadcasts were
already in operation in the late 1930s, but were canceled due to the start of World War II.
In the United States, television broadcasting would
be held in abeyance throughout the war years. But,
even with the war effort in full momentum, both NBC
and CBS continued to make big plans for the creation
of a fully networked telecasting system immediately
after the war.
When RCA/NBC initiated its first television broadcast in 1946, with Jon Gnagy as its “star attraction”
they were already developing an electronic method of
broadcasting television . . . In Living Color!
Throughout the immediate post-war years and into
1950, both NBC and CBS were working feverishly,
each network attempting to get their color system per1
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fected so they would be chosen as the “standard” for
color television telecasting.
In 1950, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) informed both networks that color television
tests would be allowed and that they would be broadcast as programs within a closed-circuit system to be
seen by FCC and congressional members in Washington, D.C. One might wonder if this was simply a ploy
by Congress to get free television shows produced just
for them to view, but that, of course, would be conjecture.
According to the FCC, however, the “winner” of
these test programs would have their color system
chosen as the American “standard” for color broadcasting.
As part of the color programming tests, Gnagy was
hired by NBC to complete a color painting on camera
during a two-hour programming session. The painting
he created was called Flowers in a Blue Vase and was
fully documented as the first painting ever done for
specifically for color television.
Admittedly, CBS was the first to come up with a
“working” color system, but it was clunky electromechanical based on the 1928 designs by John Logie
Baird. Unfortunately, just because it “worked” didn't
mean it was superior.
Although the FCC authorized the CBS system to be
the national standard, the inherent problems of the
system began to quickly display its unsurmountable
flaws. The bureaucrats had, as usual, chosen the
wrong technology.
The problems inherent to the CBS technology were
that it required a bulky, complicated, and clumsy “color wheel” which sat in front of the black-and-white TV
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tube. As the wheel spun around in front of the cathode-ray-tube, it required precise synchronization with
the TV tube as the electrons were charged onto the
screen.
The whole contraption –– excuse me –– the basic
concept of the “system” was bulky and clunky, the picture quality was horrible, and the technology was incompatible with earlier black-and-white TV sets.
To top it off, the Korean War was in full swing and
color television production was temporarily disallowed
by the government since it required materials needed
by the war effort. It's little wonder the CBS system
died an ignoble death.
While CBS was battling all of these dragons, RCA
was involved in the money powered development of a
truly “electronic technology” answer to the problems of
Color Television.
Using the 1947 patent of Alfred Schroeder, RCA
began the manufacture of “shadow mask” CathodeRay-Tubes which not only displayed color images electronically on the screen, but were inherently backward
compatible with every black-and-white TV set ever sold
in the nation. The new CRT technology quickly passed
FCC approval in late 1953, and thusly, brisk sales of
RCA color televisions began in 1954.
While all of this activity was rampant, Jon Gnagy
was far from idle. After completing the first painting he
did specifically for color television (Flowers in a Blue
Vase) he became engrossed with the idea of creating
another drawing or painting show for Color Television.
Understanding that black-and-white TV sets had
been perfect for black-and-white drawings, Jon knew
that the future of art instruction on television would
require something like a Learn to Paint program.
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He began to work on the development of some sort
of method in which he could complete a quality color
painting within a 15-minute time limit. He would work
on this goal for the rest of his life.
For over ten years, he tried to create a viable method of using powered oils laid down on a piece of paper
which, after being completed, would be covered with a
layer of acrylic and thus be impervious to any damage.
It was a problem that Jon would never solve –– at
least to his satisfaction. The inherent difficulties of color work proved to be too much to overcome. He did,
however, continue with his tests throughout the rest of
his life.
By the 1970s, when acrylic paints were being manufactured that could actually work the way he wanted
them to work, he began to create what he called “rehearsal” paintings, testing them repeatedly to make
them fit into a 15-minute time limit.
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At this point, it might be a good time to leave Jon
for just a few moments to give credit to another artist
who did resolve the problems of creating “rapid” color
painting for television, That would be a man named
Bill Alexander, the creator of the Wet-on-Wet method of
oil painting.
Admittedly, what Alexander said he created was actually borrowed from methods devised by the Old Masters during the Renaissance period of the 1400s and
1500s. As one can see, there is very little under the
sun that is actually new. Here's the story:
Bill Alexander's contribution to rapid oil painting
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was what he named Magic White, a type of paint used
by Old Masters as far back as the 1400s. He paid a
chemist to develop a “modern” version of the white
paint that dried slowly enough to use as a base coat
on canvas.
This was Alexander's “secret” for the Alla Prima or
Wet-on-Wet method which allows the “stacking” of
paint layers. Bill began a painting with a thin layer of
Magic White that allowed the mixing of colors on canvas rather than on the palette. He also borrowed an
old technique called Impasto which allows for thick
layers of paint. Lastly, he discarded brushes, opting
for a “special” palette knife, made from a putty knife
shaped on a bench grinder. Short and long edges allowed flexibility in applying large or small amounts of
paint to the canvas.
Bob Ross started painting when he was an Air
Force drill sergeant, stationed in Alaska and he
learned his trade as a student of Bill Alexander.
Ross “appropriated” Alexander's method, claiming
he had invented it, and this created a great deal of animosity between the two men.
Ross even went so far as to sell a product named
Liquid White which was nothing more than a very
slight modification of Alexander's Magic White and
without the slightest apology, Ross also sold a palette
knife which was an exact copy of Alexander's palette
knife.
Alexander said, “I invented Wet-on-Wet. I trained
him and he is copying me. What bothers me is not just
that he betrayed me, but that he thinks he can do it
better.”
From then on, Ross refused to even mention Alexander by name, but he once responded to a New York
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Times reporter's question with the comment that, “He
is our major competitor.”
Alexander was a fixture on Public Television from
1974 to 1982 and Ross took his place, painting on
PBS from 1983 to 1994.
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Back to Jon.
The major problem Jon faced was the time restriction he had imposed upon himself. He was adamant
that his color painting lessons should be 15-minutes
long, but this was incompatible with the average
length of television shows, most of which were 30minutes, and it wouldn't be long before the average
show expanded to a full 60-minutes in length. By the
time he admitted to himself that his new show would
have to be at least 30-minutes long, the die was cast.
Nor, did Jon take into account the fact that filmed
programs were highly edited. Jon was a proponent of
simply filming a segment, splicing opening and closing
clips on it, and calling it done.
Additionally, by the late 1960s, videotape was beginning to replace film and it required a specialized
electronic method of editing instead of simply cutting
and splicing tangible pieces of celluloid. If the old Alexander and Ross programs are watched, it is extremely
evident that they are heavily edited.
To properly and adequately create a Learn to Paint
program, Jon would have had to either rely on the local or network equipment operators to generate a viable
product or he would have been forced to create his
own production company to create a complete and
proper color television show on videotape. In the end,
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Jon was not interested in –– nor equipped to deal with
–– this sort of stress and responsibility.
Circumspectly, the entire operation required for
such a product as envisioned by Jon was simply too
much for one man and that's too bad, because he
would have, without a doubt, created a color painting
program of intrinsic quality. It would undoubtedly
have been the basis for all subsequent painting programs.
Jon loved being a teacher and he missed being on
television. Above all, he missed having the opportunity
to reach the vast television audience to let them know
that they could all enjoy creativity; that they could all
have an outlet for their imagination.
But, at least, we have some of the paintings he created for color television. Most of them have been either
sold or given away, but the ones that are known to exist, are displayed at the end of this chapter for everyone to enjoy –– and that's a very good thing.
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